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Help for working with BioXM knowledge portals in general 

This section covers working with BioXM knowledge portals in general. Because the interface is highly 
flexible, your knowledge base may differ. Specific information about your knowledge base is available 
in Section 2 Help for the Zika knowledge base 

1.1. Logging in 
Complete the following steps to login into a BioXM web portal: 

1. Open a browser (Google Chrome®, Firefox® or Safari® browsers are recommended) and enter 
the uniform resource locator (URL) for the corresponding BioXM web portal 
(https://ssl.biomax.de/zikakb). The login page will be displayed. 

2. Enter your user name and password. 

3. Click the "Login" button. 

The BioXM web portal homepage will be displayed.  

 

 

Homepage of the Zika knowledge base portal 

1.2. Navigating the interface 
The BioXM web portal interface provides access to all content, resources and tools available in your 
installation. The interface is highly flexible, but in general, can be divided into three areas: 

• Navigation menu (on the left) provides links to content, resources and result sets available in 
your installation. 
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• Content panel (the main part of the window) contains the content, resource or result set that 
has been selected. In addition, there may be additional navigation items. The blue text items, 
buttons and icons are, in most cases, links to related information. 

• Toolbar (near the upper right corner) provides additional buttons to general actions, such as 
printing the current page or logging out. Click one of the buttons to perform the desired action  

1.3. Using search forms 
In many areas, search forms are available for starting a query or search. Specific instructions are 
available in the individual search forms. In general, complete the following steps to start a search: 

1. Enter search term(s) in the field(s). To see all results, enter an asterisk (*) in the field. 

2. Click the "Search" button. 

The search results (result set) will be displayed. The search can be refined directly in the result set 
(see Section 1.5 Searching in tables/result sets). 

Click the "Clear" button to clear the search fields. 

1.4. Working with tables 
Search results and other information are often displayed in a table. This section describes working 
with tables in the BioXM system in general. The actions available in individual tables may vary. 

In most tables, several actions can be performed directly: 

• Display all columns (potentially hidden on small screens e.g. mobile devices) by clicking the 
“+” sign at the beginning of the row 

• Display more information about the entry by clicking a link in the table. 
• Sort the results by clicking the table headers in any column. 
• Change the columns shown in the table by clicking the right arrow icon in the upper left 

corner of the table. In the dialog, check the box of the columns to be displayed. 
• Search the table contents using the fields above the table and the "Search" button. See 

Section 1.5 Searching in tables/result sets for more information. 
• Change the number of entries displayed per page using the "Rows" drop-down menu 

above the table. 
• Scroll through additional pages using the arrow buttons below the table or entering a 

number in the "Page" field. 
• Export table contents to an Excel table or in tab-delimited format using the "Export" drop-

down menu above the table. See Section 1.6.1 Exporting results from a table for more 
information.  

1.5. Searching in tables/result sets 
Table contents can be searched. In this way, a search on a result set can be performed or refined. 

1. Select the column in which to search from the drop-down menu above the table. 

2. Enter the search term in the field next to the "Search" button. 

3. Click the "+" (plus) button to add additional search terms and columns. 

4. Click the "Search" button.  
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5. The search results will be displayed in a table. 

1.6. Exporting 

1.6.1. Exporting results from a table 
Table contents can be exported to an Excel table or in tab-delimited format using the "Export" drop-
down menu above the table. 

1. Select the rows to export by putting a check mark in the first column. (You can select and de-
select all rows by clicking the check mark in the header row.) 

2. Select the export method ("Excel" or "Tab-delimited") in the "Export" drop-down menu above 
the table. 

3. A progress dialog will be displayed. For larger exports there is the option to put the export to 
the background. When the export is finished, you can get the exported file by clicking the "Get 
file" button.  

1.6.2. Retrieving an export put in the background 
To view an export put into the background, click the "Background exports" option in the "Export" drop-
down menu above the table. A list of the exports which have been put into the background will be 
shown. Select the export you wish to retrieve. 

1.7. Working with panels 

1.7.1.  
Reports may use multiple panels to structure a page. Every panel offers three interactions 

1. “-/+“ icon – collapse/expand the panel to hide/access its content  

2. Double arrow icon – expand/collapse panel to/from full screen  

 

1.8. Working with graphs 
Access to integrated knowledge networks is often provided in graph form. Every graph provides the 
following actions: 

3. Paper sheet icon – display the graph objects as table report  
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4. Rhombus icon – zoom to fit the graph into the available window 

5. Magnifier “+” icon – zoom in 

6. Magnifier “-“ icon – zoom out 

7. Drop down list – select from predefined information overlays  

8. Arrow icon – Export to external graph viewer 

 

Clicking on an individual item (node or edge) in the graph will open a detailed report of it. 
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2. Help for the Zika knowledge base 

2.1. Home 
Upon logging in, the knowledge base homepage is displayed. It can be displayed at any time by 
clicking the "Zika KB” link in the top bar.  

 

Homepage of the Zika knowledge base portal 

The homepage provides access to all content in the knowledge base. Click an icon or link to navigate 
to the desired section. 

2.1.1. General search 
The following options are available: 

• Search and Browse Zika related information — described in Section 2.3  
• Browse manually curated Disease maps —described in Section 2.4 
• Search Virus Host molecular interactions from VirHostNet – described in Section 2.6 
• Search Host Virus Interactions curated by PREPARE from literature -  described in Section 

2.7 
• Literature mining — described in Section 2.7 
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2.2. Help 
Online help for the knowledge base can be displayed by clicking the Manual link in the left menu. 

2.3. Zika virus 
The Zika virus page provides a number of Zika related searches which are accessible by individual 
buttons and are described in detail below. 

2.3.1. Zika Virus Literature  

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the pink Zika Virus Literature button. 

Searches Medline for any Zika related publication using the BioRS plugin and displays the list of 
Medline abstracts currently associated with Zika.  

The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described below: 

1. PMID — PubMed ID linked to the full Medline entry 

2. Full text — if manually uploaded by a curator the full text of article is displayed 

3. Authors — list of author names 

4. Title – publication title as provided by Medline 

5. Journal — name of the publication source 

6. Year — publication year 
7. DB – for sequence related publications Medline provides information about the corresponding 

sequence database  

8. Curation notes – if manual curation occurred the curators notes are displayed 

9. Last curator – name of the last curator working on the entry 
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Zika Virus Literature - Medline search results table 

2.3.2. Flavivirus Diseases 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the pink Flavivirus Diseases button. 

Searches stored literature mining results for occurrence of any disease with a given selection of virus 
e.g. Zika, Flavivirus. 

To illustrative the purpose of this function the page is headed by an overview of the association of 
different Flavivirus with different diseases reflecting the status published in Bauch et al. Figure 5 

 
 

To perform your own search: 

1. Select the flavivirus(es) of interest from the top search field drop-down list (Virus entries) 

2. Select (or de-select, by clicking on the “x”) the literature mining of interest from the “Literature 
mining analysis” search field drop-down list 

3. Click the "Search" button to perform the search. 
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The results will be displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working 
with tables. 

The columns are described below: 

1. Disease — the disease associated by literature mining with the virus as mapped to the 
standard vocabularies used within the ZikaKB 

2. UID  — unique identifier it the disease retrieved by literature mining was directly mapped to an 
existing disease ontology 

3. DisGenNet — genes associated by the DisGenNet database to the given disease 

4. Synonymous NCI Thesaurus – diseases synonyms provided by the NCI Thesaurus as 
mapped to the ZikaKB standard vocabulary 

5. Synonymous DO — diseases synonyms provided by the Disease Ontology as mapped to the 
ZikaKB standard vocabulary 

6. DO — higher level Disease Ontology entry mapped to the literature mining mapped disease 
entry 

7. Parent Disease – higher level NCI Thesaurus entry mapped to the literature mining mapped 
disease entry 

8. Synonyms – any synonyms mapped to the standard vocabulary used within the ZikaKB 
9. No of evidences – number of specific virus – disease associations retrieved by literature 

mining 

10. Predicate – type of virus – disease association retrieved by literature mining e.g. “associates”, 
“causes”, “mutation” 

11. Lit Source – PubMed ID or full text entry from which the virus – disease association was 
retrieved 

12. Source – association source, in this case either the specific virus or the disease 

13. Target – association target, in this case either the specific virus or the disease 

14. Relation target type – type of the association, in this case either “Disease” or “Taxonomic” 

15. Literature mining – history of individual literature mining runs which retrieve the corresponding 
association 
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Zika Virus Disease –The table of interactively retrieved Zika – disease associations reflecting the 
selected snapshot of literature mining (here 2018). Note the “+” Button in front of the first row to 
display further columns as described above.  

2.3.3. Disease-disease associations 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the pink Disease-disease associations button. 

Searches stored literature mining results for co-occurrence of any disease and the virus this co-
occurrence is associated with. 

To illustrative the purpose of this function the page is headed by an overview of the association of 
different disease co-occurrences using the Dengue virus literature mining and reflecting the status 
published in Bauch et al. 
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To perform your own search: 

1. Select the literature mining of interest from the “Literature mining analysis” search field drop-
down list 

2. Click the "Search" button to perform the search. 

 
The results will be displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working 
with tables. 

The columns are identical to those described in 2.3.2 with the only difference that all disease 
information’s are occurring twice, for the first disease and its co-morbidity. 

 

 
Disease – disease association –The table of interactively retrieved Disease–disease associations 
reflecting the selected snapshot of literature mining (here 2018). Note the “+” Button in front of the first 
row to display further columns as described above.  

2.3.4. Zika Virus Host Genes 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the pink Zika Virus Host Genes button. 

Searches existing literature mining results for host genes interacting with Zika virus genes and 
displays the list of host genes currently associated with Zika.  

The result page provides two panels: 

The left panel shows a summary for all interacting host genes in terms of their involvement in signal 
transduction pathways (using KEGG gene annotations) and biological processes (using GO gene 
annotations). Selecting any of the bars in the histogram redirects to the list of genes visualized within 
the selected bar. From this page the list of genes can be selected for Export to Excel using the Export 
button in the top menu bar. Clicking the Browser “Back” button redirects to the Zika Virus Host 
Genes page. 
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The right panel provides a list of host genes found to interact with Zika in tabular form. 

The columns are described below: 

1. Gene – HGNC gene name 

2. GO slim  — localization of host gene as derived from a reduced GO ontology  

3. Biological Process – functional involvement of host gene derived from GO annotations 

4. KEGG – signal transduction pathway the host gene is associated with derived from KEGG 
annoatations 

5. Synonyms – synonyms of the host gene used for literature mining 

6. No of evidences – number of publications that provide information about the specific host 
gene – Zika association 

7. Predicate – type of host gene – Zika interaction 

 
 

Zika Virus Host Gene –Left panel providing a graphical overview on host gene involvement in signal 
transduction pathways and biological processes. Right panel lists the individual interacting host genes 
with interaction type, functions and number of evidences. 

2.3.5. Flavivirus Host Genes 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the pink Flavivirus Host Genes button. 

Searches existing literature mining results for host genes interacting with a predefined list of 
Flaviviruses and displays the list of host genes currently associated with ZIKV.  

The result page provides an individual panel for each of the selected Flaviviruses (ZIKV, DENV, WNV, 
and JEV). Each panel contains a graphical summary of the biological function and a list of host genes 
as explained in 2.3.4. 

Selecting any of the bars in the histogram redirects to the list of genes visualized within the selected 
bar. From this page the list of genes can be selected for Export to Excel using the Export button in the 
top menu bar. Clicking the Browser “Back” button redirects to the Flavivirus Host Genes page. 
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Flavivirus Host Gene –Upper part of each panel providing a graphical overview on host gene 
involvement in signal transduction pathways and biological processes. Lower part listing the individual 
interacting host genes with interaction type, functions and synonyms. 

2.3.6. ZIKV effective drugs 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the green ZIKV effective drugs button. 

Based on the Zika virus host gene interactions described in 2.3.4 the drugs interacting with those host 
genes are searched. 

A list of drugs interacting with currently known host genes associated with Zika is displayed.  

The result page provides two panels. 

The upper panel displays a graphical network view of Zika and interacting host genes as well as FDA 
approved drugs found to associate with these host genes. The graph dropdown list allows to overlay 
the network with 

1. Drug targets – Colour coding of genes based on the number of any drug associated with them 
in DrugBank 

2. hNPC ZIKV  — Colour coding of host genes according to their expression change in publicly 
available Zika infection assay transcriptomics measurements (Tang et al. 2016) 

The lower panel displays the list of FDA approved drugs that associate with host genes interacting 
with Zika.  

The columns are described below: 

1. Entry – drug name 

2. Toxicity – available toxicity information 

3. Name – other drug names 

4. ATC – drug Antomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification 

5. Pregnancy category  
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a. Category A: Adequate and well-controlled studies have failed to demonstrate a risk to 
the fetus in the first trimester of pregnancy 

b. Category B: Animal reproduction studies have failed to demonstrate a risk to the fetus 
and there are no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women 

c. Category C: Animal reproduction studies have shown an adverse effect on the fetus, 
and there are no adequate and well-controlled studies in humans, but potential 
benefits may warrant use of drug in pregnant women despite potential risks 

d. Category D: There is positive evidence of human fetal risk based on adverse reaction 
data from investigational or marketing experience or studies in humans, but potential 
benefits may warrant use of drug in pregnant women despite potential risks 

6. ZIKV effective drug -  cell line used for assessment of drug (HuH-7, HeLa, JEG3, hNSC, 
HAEC) 

7. Drug target – Gene targeted by drug and if available change in expression 

8. FDA – FDA status of drug 

9. Type – drug type e.g. small molecule, biosimilar 

10. Description – description of drug e.g. use, mode of action 

11. Drug category – category of drug e.g. steroid 

12. Chemical formula – chemical formula of drug 

13. IUPAC name – drug IUPAC name 

14. Drug targets – target type of the drug e.g. topoisomerase 

15. Synonyms – synonymous names used for the drug 

16. PDB ID – PDB ID of proteins targeted by drug 

17. PubChem – PubChem ID of drug 

18. UniProt – UniProt ID of proteins targeted by drug 

19. Drug reference – publications associated with the drug 

20. PMID – PubMed ID of publications associated with the drug 
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ZIKV effective drugs –Upper panel providing a graphical network of drugs associated with host 
genes interacting with Zika. Lower part listing the individual drug with detailed information. 

2.3.7. Studies with flavivirus challenge 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the green Study with flavivirus challenge button. 

Studies providing experimental data on host factors affected by neurotropic flaviviruses were retrieved 
by literature mining and manually curated. 

A table of curated studies with experimental evidence for flavivirus host interaction is displayed. 

The columns are described below: 

1. PMID – PubMed ID of the corresponding publication 

2. Full text – full text document of the study 

3. Virus – virus studied 

4. Experimental method – experimental approach used in the study 

5. Comment – manual curation comments 

6. Host system – system used for the experimental measurement e.g. cell line 

7. No of host factors identified – number of host genes experimentally associated with the virus 

8. No of samples – number of samples analysed in the study  

9. Validation of data quality – approach to quality assessment e.g. number of replicates 

10. Platform – technical platform used for the measurements 

11. Availability – availability of experimental data 

12. Inclusion – Study inclusion criteria 

13. 1st Author – first author of the study publication 
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14. Title – publication title 

15. Journal – journal of publication 

16. Year – publication year 
 

 
 

Studies with flavivirus challenge – The table displays detailed information about experimental 
studies to identify flavivirus interacting host factors. Note the red “-“ indicating expansion of columns 
initially hidden due to a small screen. 

2.3.8. Studies with virus challenge (neuro cells) 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the green Study with virus challenge (neuro) 
button. 

Studies providing experimental data on transcriptional effects of flavivirus challenges in neuronal cells 
which were retrieved by literature mining and manually curated. 

The columns are described in 2.3.7. 
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2.4. Disease maps 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the Disease maps link in the left menu. 

The Disease maps page provides access to expert curated network representations of all available 
molecular, cellular and phenotypic information about a biological process or disease in a structured, 
computationally accessible form. Biological concepts such as molecules, cells or phenotypes form the 
network nodes while their associations such as “activates”, “causes” for the edges between them.  

Disease maps allow experts to collaborate online on the creation and refinement of mechanistic 
descriptions of biological processes. The maps available in the Zika KB are based on existing 
knowledge of molecular and cellular processes using literature mining as a foundation. In a second 
step protein-protein-interactions from publicly available databases, like BioGRID, have bene added. 
Finally all information used to populate the disease map can be reviewed and displayed as a network  

Importantly, any kind of experimental or clinical data can then be superimposed on the created maps. 

The available disease maps are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 
1.4 Working with tables. 

The columns are described below: 

1. View Disease map – clicking on the disease map name will open the list of nodes and edges 
that describe the corresponding biological process. Clicking on the links within this column 
redirects to the disease map report and the subsequent network representation 

2. No of disease map items – number of nodes involved in the biological process 

3. No of disease map relations – number of edges involved in the biological process 

 
Disease maps – The table displays the list of available disease maps with links to detailed 
information. 

2.4.1. Disease map report  
Provides a detailed report of the selected disease map, listing all nodes and edges involved. 

The results are displayed as a table with two separate sections for nodes and edges. A graphical or 
network display is available by using the “Graph” action menu on top of the page.  
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Disease map graph – The graph visualizes the nodes and edges involved in the described biological 
process. 

 

The node columns are described below: 

1. Object — the name of the node 

2. Object type – the biological category of the node e.g. protein, cell type 

The edge columns are described below: 

1. Belief — the association of two nodes extracted from literature or structured databases 
provided as subject – predicate – object statement 

2. Subject - the node forming the subject of the association 

3. Object – the node forming the object of the association 
4. Analysis – if the association was retrieved by literature mining rather than from expert 

knowledge or structured databases then the literature mining analysis from which the 
association was derived 

5. Predicate – the predicate that was originally recognized by literature mining 

6. Sentence – the sentence from which the association was originally extracted by literature 
mining 

7. Lit Source – the publication the association was originally extracted from by literature mining 

8. PMID – the PubMed ID of the publication 

9. Ranking – the number of different publications supporting the association 
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Disease map report – The table displays the two sections of the disease map report which separately 
list the map nodes and edges. 

2.5. VirHostNet Interactions 
The VirHostNet Interactions page integrates a number of virus - host molecular interactions into the 
Zika KB that are provided by the virhostnet database. 

2.5.1. VirHostNet Interactions 
 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the VirHostNet Interactions link in the left menu. 
Lists all virus – host molecular interactions available from VirHostNet. 

The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described below: 

1. Source — the source molecule of the interaction 

2. Target — the target molecule of the interaction 

3. Source Gene — the gene encoding the source interacting protein 

4. Process Source – the biological processes associated to the source molecule 

5. Target Gene — the gene encoding the target interacting protein 

6. Process Target – the biological processes associated to the target molecule 

7. No of exp evidences – number of independent publications reporting the interaction 

8. Taxon Interactor Source – the organism producing with the source molecule 

9. Taxon Interactor Target – the organism producing with the target molecule 
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10. Interaction type – molecular interaction ontology derived interaction type 

11. Method – molecular interaction ontology derived experimental method to identify the 
association 

12. DB source – the structured database providing the interaction information 

13. PMID – PubMed ID of the interaction reference 

 
VirusHostNet Interaction – The table displays the virus – host molecular interactions integrated into 
the Zika KB from VirHostNet DB. 

2.5.2. Search for Host-Virus interactions by organism 
 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the VirHostNet Interactions link in the left menu. 
Search all virus – host molecular interactions available from VirHostNet for specific viruses and/or 
hosts. 

To perform your own search select the button Search for Host-Virus interactions by organism: 

1. Select the organism of interest from the “Organism” search field drop-down list 
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The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described in section 2.5.1. 

2.5.3. Browse Flavivirus VirHostNet Interactions 
 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the VirHostNet Interactions link in the left menu. 
Browse all virus – host molecular interactions available from VirHostNet pre-filtered for Flaviviruses. 

Click the Browse Flavivirus VirHostNet interactions button on the main page to display a table of 
molecular virus – host interactions.  

The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described in section 2.5.1. 

2.6. Host virus Interactions 
The Host Virus Interactions page provides access to manually curated Host-Virus interactions with 
published experimental evidence which are accessible by individual buttons and are described in 
detail below. 

2.6.1. Browse Host-Virus Interactions  
 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the Host Virus Interactions link in the left menu. 
Lists host – virus protein-protein interactions integrated from multiple general protein-protein 
interaction databases into the Zika KB. 

Click the Browse Host-Virus Interactions button on the main page to display the list of host – virus 
protein-protein interactions.  

The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described below: 

1. Source Gene — the gene encoding the source interacting protein 

2. Source Protein — the source protein of the interaction 

3. Target Gene — the gene encoding the target interacting protein 

4. Taxon Interactor A – the organism producing with the source molecule 

5. Taxon Interactor B – the organism producing with the target molecule 
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6. Interaction type – molecular interaction ontology derived interaction type 

7. Method – molecular interaction ontology derived experimental method to identify the 
association 

8. DB source – the structured database providing the interaction information 

9. PMID – PubMed ID of the interaction reference 

10. No of experimental evidence – the number of independent publications indicating the protein-
protein interaction 

 

 
Browse Host Virus Interactions – The table displays the host-virus protein-protein interactions 
integrated from a set of protein-protein databases into the Zika KB. 

2.6.2. Search for Host-Virus Interactions by Virus 
Search all integrated host – virus protein-protein interactions for a specific virus. 

Click the Search for Host-Virus Interactions by Virus button on the main page to open a search 
form.  

To perform your own search: 

1. Select the virus(es) of interest from the “Virus” search field drop-down list 
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The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described in section 2.6.1. 

 

2.6.3. Search for Host-Virus Interactions by Virus (union/NOT) 
Search all integrated host – virus protein-protein interactions for interactions occurring with a specific 
set of viruses but NOT others, for example to distinguish virus strains based on differential 
interactions. 

Click the Search for Host-Virus Interactions by Virus (union/NOT) button on the main page to open 
a search form.  

To perform your own search: 

1. Select the virus(es) of interest from the “Virus” search field drop-down list 

2. To exclude certain virus(es) select them in the “and NOT in Virus” search field drop-down list 

 

 
The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described in section 2.6.1. 
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2.6.4. Search for Host-Virus Interactions by Virus (intersection) 
Search all integrated host – virus protein-protein interactions for interactions occurring with a specific 
set of viruses but NOT others, for example to distinguish virus strains based on differential 
interactions. 

Click the Search for Host-Virus Interactions by Virus (union/NOT) button on the main page to open 
a search form.  

To perform your own search: 

3. Select the virus(es) of interest from the “Virus” search field drop-down list 

4. To exclude certain virus(es) select them in the “and NOT in Virus” search field drop-down list 

 

 

The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

The columns are described in section 2.6.1. 

 

2.7. Literature mining 
 

Select the Zika KB link in the top bar and then the Text Mining link in the left menu. 
The Literature mining page provides several tools for exploring the literature via literature mining. 

 

 

Literature mining page 

The following buttons are available: 
• Dictionaries — Types of vocabularies based on public ontologies (compounds OK 
• Predicates — Types of predicates available for literature mining analysis 
• Zika virus literature— View the list of Medline abstracts currently associated with Zika  
• Start Text Mining — Start a new literature mining analysis  
• View Results — View all literature mining results  
• View Gene-Disease Results — View a subset of text-mining results restricted to gene-disease 

associations 
• View Pathogen-Disease Results — View a subset of text-mining results restricted to 

pathogen-disease associations 
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• View Pathogen-Gene Results — View a subset of text-mining results restricted to pathogen-
gene associations 

• View Pathogen-Gene-Disease Results — View a subset of text-mining results restricted to 
pathogen-gene-disease associations 

• View Pathogen-Compound Results — View a subset of text-mining results restricted to 
pathogen-compound associations 

•  
•  

2.7.1. Starting a new literature mining analysis 
 

 

To start a new literature mining analysis, click the Start New Analysis button and complete the form: 

1. Select the document corpus/repository on which the literature mining should be performed 
(option to select from: Medline abstracts, content from databases such as OMIM, 
ClinicalTrials. content from WHO news feeds, or subset of Medline abstracts based on a 
defined query), e.g. BioRS entries::MEDLINE 

2. Select one or more dictionaries that are to be included in the mining, e.g. “Human Genes”, 
“Organism”, “Disease NR” (non redundant) 

3. Enter a search key to restrict your search or ‘*’ for no restriction. Enter whole words or use 
wildcards ('*') to abbreviate words (keyword filters for content including entered keyword of 
interest). This will filter the set of MEDLINE abstracts for the entered search term, e.g. “Zika” 

4. In the “Text Mining Quality” drop-down menu, select the type of search to be performed: 
syntax or a sentence-based.  

• syntax — for the best results in terms of precision  
• sentence — for a larger number of results, but less precision 

5. Optionally, check the “Document Search” option. By default, relations and objects are only 
matched if they are in the same sentence. Activating this option widens the scope to the entire 
(!) document. This produces a larger number of results, but is less precise.  

6. Optionally, check the “No Synonyms” option. By default, all synonyms of the entered input 
search term will be used to find matching documents. Activating this option narrows the result 
to only the documents that contain the entered search term.  

7. Optionally, check the “Refresh Dictionaries” option. If the dictionaries are modified in any way, 
this option should be activated to make the changes available to the literature mining analysis.  

8. Optionally, check the “Document Number Warning” option. Activating this option prompts the 
system to show warnings regarding the number of documents. 

9. Click the “Run” button at the top of the form to start the analysis. 

10. The task can be run in the background by clicking the “Run in background” button within the 
modal window 
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Example of a literature mining analysis 

2.7.2. Displaying literature mining results 
To display a table of the literature mining analysis results, click the View Results button in the Text 
Mining page.  

To view your result of interest: 

1. Select the literature mining of interest from the “choose literature mining results” search field 
drop-down list (by default the “ZIKV curated 2018” set is selected, click the “select all” icon 
next to the cross to view all available literature mining analyses, the last result is the most 
recent one) 

2. Click the Search button to view your selected analysis. 
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The results are displayed as a table. The table can be used as described in Section 1.4 Working with 
tables. 

 

The columns are described below: 

1. Relationship — the extracted triple consisting of a “subject”, “predicate” and “object” 

2. Subject — the “subject” of the extracted triple 

3. Object — the “object” of the extracted triple 

4. Predicate —  type of association retrieved by literature mining e.g. “regulates”, “influences”, 
“inhibits” 

5. Sentence —  sentence the triple was extracted from   

6. Lit Source —  PubMed ID or full text enry from which the relationship was retrieved 

7. No of evidences — number of literature sources the relationship was extracted from 

8. Created — creation time of the extracted relationship 

9. Curation — curation status of et relationship 

10. Notes — any notes curator has added 

 

 

Displaying literature mining results 

The literature mining results can be searched as follows: 

1. Select the column in which to search from the drop-down menu above the table. 

2. Enter the search term in the field next to the "Search" button. 

3. Click the "+" (plus) button to add additional search terms and columns. 
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4. Click the "Search" button.  

5. The search results will be displayed in the table. 

 

Displaying Dictionaries and Predicates 

 
 
Types of vocabularies based on public ontologies 
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Types of predicates available for literature mining analysis 

 


